Abstract—Flight efficiency is a generic term that varies depending on the agent’s viewpoint. Whereas Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) take a wider look at efficiency, considering components such as sector capacity, air traffic controller’s interventions, emissions and noise; airlines are mainly concerned on costs, i.e. fuel consumption and schedule adherence. It is important to bring these two agents’ viewpoints together in new Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in order to capture airspace users’ needs without leaving out the inefficiencies of the entire net.

The current implementation of efficiency measurement (as defined in the SES Performance Scheme) affects the ANSPs view on efficiency since the ANSPs have to report on specific KPIs to evaluate their performance and management of the air traffic. This implementation takes into consideration only the horizontal portion of the flight, measuring the excess horizontal en-route distance compared to the orthodromic. This approach lacks of important information for airspace users’ objectives since it leaves out the vertical component of the flight or wind conditions.

In order to introduce the airspace users’ objectives into the global net efficiency measurement, it is key to develop advanced metrics that consider fuel consumption, schedule adherence and cost of flights. These new efficiency metrics require the design of user-preferred trajectories as the main references for performance comparison purposes. Additionally, airspace users are claiming for equity metrics showing how these inefficiencies are distributed between them in certain areas such as FIRs or city-pairs.

This paper presents the methodology followed for the design of advanced user-centric cost-based efficiency and equity indicators as well as a flight efficiency and equity assessment of the European traffic flow in two particular days in February 2017 taking into consideration the airspace users’ perspective.

This research was conducted under the AURORA project (Grant 699340) supported by SESAR Joint Undertaking under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. AURORA aims to propose new metrics to assess the operational efficiency of the ATM system and to measure how fairly the inefficiencies in the system are distributed among the different airlines.
how these new practices are really addressing the real airlines’ interests is essential.

AURORA (Advanced User-centric efficiency metRics for air traffic perforMance Analytics – www.aurora-er.eu) project is addressing the need to explore promising new performance indicators for operational efficiency, based on aircraft operators’ needs. Its scope is to investigate new indicators for flight efficiency, equity and fairness as well as to explore innovative methodologies to calculate them, not only by using historical data but also using real-time data for the on-line monitoring of efficiency. This paper presents those metrics that quantify costs of the flights together with the methodology used for their calculation based on historical ADS-B surveillance and flight plan data. Additionally, a case study is analysed, showing the potential of using ADS-B data as a mean to assess the global (origin to destination) efficiency of a flight.

II. BACKGROUND

Flight efficiency indicators are currently monitored and reported by the SES Performance Scheme [8, 9] as part of the Environmental KPA defined by ICAO [1, 2]. This monitoring is done both in the U.S. and Europe [5-7] as well as in other countries such as Australia.

Flight efficiency is a generic term that can refer to different concepts and definitions. Nevertheless, flight efficiency is always considered as a relevant area under study due to the direct economic and environmental impacts it has according to well-known studies [3, 4, 10-14]. As a consequence, efficiency indicators’ monitoring is continuously growing to allow for a better understanding of the drivers of ATM flight efficiency.

Today’s mandatory KPI used by the SES Performance Scheme is the “Horizontal Flight Efficiency”. This KPI limits the calculation of flight efficiency to the horizontal component of the flight, and considers the geodesic route as the most efficient reference.

The method to calculate this indicator is named “the Achieved Distance Methodology” [15]. This methodology calculates the average En-Route additional distance with respect to the Achieved Distance, which is an apportionment of the most direct route between two airports (between the ASMA exit point of the departure airport and the ASMA entry point of the arrival airport), named the Great Circle Distance.

Optimal Distance Trajectory (ODT). This trajectory goes from origin to destination in free flight conditions and minimising costs of fuel and flight time. It does not take into consideration any airspace or ATC restrictions. This trajectory is aligned with how efficiency is currently measured by SES Performance Scheme through the Achieved Distance methodology, as explained in [15] [17] [20].

Optimal Cost Trajectory 1 (OCT1). This trajectory goes from origin to destination in free flight conditions and minimising costs of fuel and flight time. It does not take into consideration any airspace or ATC restrictions. Although air navigation fees are not considered in the calculation of this trajectory, they will be considered in the cost-based indicators.

Optimal Cost Trajectory 2 (OCT2). The OCT2 differs from the OCT1 in the fact that it takes into consideration the airspace structure since it follows the horizontal path given in the flight plan. The flight plan provided by the airlines is thought to be the optimal horizontal path taking into consideration the airspace structure and air navigation fees since it comes from powerful flight planning tools used by the airlines to plan their route according to their business strategy, although, in some specific cases, airlines

III. METHODOLOGY

The evaluation of flight efficiency indicators requires the definition of several types of trajectories, each of them accounting for a loss of efficiency due to different factors. The definitions below follow the nomenclature and framework used in [20, 27] and are a subset of the reference trajectories used in AURORA:

- Optimal Distance Trajectory (ODT).
- Optimal Cost Trajectory 1 (OCT1).
- Optimal Cost Trajectory 2 (OCT2).
may file a flight plan knowing that it will not be flown beforehand and a new one could be filed once airborne.

- **Flight Plan Trajectory (also Procedure-Optimal Trajectory) (FTP).** This trajectory corresponds to the filed flight plan and contains all procedural constraints. This trajectory would be flown by the aircraft if no ATC tactical interventions took place.

- **Actual Flown Trajectory (AFT).** This trajectory corresponds to the true trajectory flown obeying objectives specified in the filed flight plan, but also considering ground delays, tactical ATC interventions and weather diversions. All these factors contribute to the actual flown trajectory being different to what was planned (the FTP).

The methodology and process followed in the calculation of AURORA’s efficiency indicators presented in this paper is summarized in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Process followed for the calculation of new efficiency indicators

AFT is calculated from surveillance information (ADS-B track data), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) weather forecasts is used as the weather model and Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) 3.10 is used as aircraft performance model [24]. This process, which is named Trajectory Reconstruction, enables the acquisition of the full state vector of the aircraft, including variables that are not explicitly included in the surveillance data and are needed to analyse the efficiency of the flight, such as fuel burn

ODT, ODT1, OCT2 and FPT are also calculated for each flight through the Trajectory Generation process. These are trajectories never flown by the aircraft, but used as references for comparison purposes. Each indicator is then obtained by selecting and comparing the proper variables of Actual Flown Trajectory with those of the User-preferred trajectories.

In the study presented here, both processes were carried out using PERCEPT (Predictive assEssment of the impact of new air traffiC concEpts on current oPeraTions), which is a flexible air traffic modelling tool proprietary of BR&TE [20, 21]. In PERCEPT, Trajectory Reconstruction and Generation processes rely on a common Trajectory Computation Infrastructure (TCI) that produces a trajectory using as input the initial conditions (latitude, longitude, altitude, mass, time and speed) of the flight and an aircraft intent expressed using the Aircraft Intent Description Language (AIDL). Details on the AIDL and the TCI used can be found in [21, 22, 23, 25, 26]. The main idea behind the concept of Trajectory Reconstruction using PERCEPT is to find an instance of AIDL that fits the ADS-B track and then feed the resulting aircraft intent to the TCI that integrates the full trajectory. In the Trajectory Generation process, the AIDL instance that is fed into the TCI to obtain the aircraft trajectory is created depending on the trajectory that is sought after. The AIDL instance comes from flight intent information and initial conditions. Flight intent information condenses all the restrictions and objectives that affect a particular flight that have a direct impact on the resulting trajectory. For the same origin and destination, depending if the final trajectory needs to comply with the operational flight plan or should follow an optimal profile, different instance of AIDL will be created. The complete explanation of the processes of Trajectory Reconstruction and Generation, including the optimization process used for the creation of the optimal profiles, are explained in detail in [31].

### A. Definition of Efficiency Indicators

The following list presents a subset of all the indicators defined [32] and evaluated [33] in AURORA. The first indicator (KEA), which is equivalent to the one currently used by the PRU in their efficiency analysis and reports, is calculated for comparison purposes. The new indicators were identified through workshops and questionnaires completed by the airlines participating in the project. It is important to highlight that, by definition, positive higher values of all indicators imply higher inefficiencies.

- **KEA** quantifies the horizontal deviations of the Actual Flown Trajectory (AFT) in comparison with the Optimal Distance Trajectory (ODT), i.e. the geodesic trajectory.

  \[
  KEA = \left( \frac{L_{AFT}}{H} - 1 \right) \%
  \]  

  Where \( L_{AFT} \) is the horizontal distance flown by the aircraft, i.e. AFT horizontal distance, and \( H \) is the Great Circle Distance between origin and destination, i.e. ODT horizontal distance.

1 Aircraft intent is the information that describes how the aircraft is to be operated within a certain time interval. An instance of aircraft intent defines the aircraft behavior that has an impact on the aircraft trajectory.  
2 Flight intent can be seen as a generalization of the concept of flight plan. Details on the flight intent can be found in [25].  
3 A nomenclature was developed for a better understanding of these indicators. This nomenclature is composed of five letters, the first letter is for the variables being compared (K for distance, F for fuel, C for cost); the second letter (E) is used to indicate that these are efficiency or environment indicators; the third and fourth, separated by underscore, identify the trajectories being compared (A for actual, P for planned and D for geodesic, F for minimum fuel and C for minimum cost); the last letter is used to indicate if a weather model is considered (e.g. CEA_CW means Cost Efficiency indicator of the Actual Flown Trajectory versus the Optimum Cost Trajectory considering Weather).
• **CEA_CW1** quantifies the extra-costs of the Actual Flown Trajectory (AFT) in comparison with the Optimal Cost Trajectory (OCT1), which optimizes flight time and fuel costs in free route conditions.

\[
\text{CEA}_{\text{CW1}} = \left( \frac{C_{\text{AFT}}}{C_{\text{OCT1}}} - 1 \right) \% \tag{2}
\]

\[
C = p_{\text{FUEL}} \cdot (\Delta m + Cl \cdot \Delta t) + RC \tag{3}
\]

Where \(C_{\text{AFT}}\) and \(C_{\text{OCT1}}\) are the total costs\(^4\) of the AFT and OCT1 respectively, both given by (3). With \(Cl = \text{cost index}, \ \Delta t = \text{flight time}, \ p_{\text{FUEL}}\) is the average fuel price as given in [28], \(\Delta m\) is the fuel consumption and \(RC\) are the route charges, calculated using the formula given by EUROCONTROL in [29][30].

• **CEA_CW2** quantifies the extra-costs of the Actual Flown Trajectory (AFT) in comparison with the Optimal Cost Trajectory (OCT2), which optimizes flight time and fuel costs following horizontally the flight plan.

\[
\text{CEA}_{\text{CW2}} = \left( \frac{C_{\text{AFT}}}{C_{\text{OCT2}}} - 1 \right) \% \tag{4}
\]

Where \(C_{\text{OCT2}}\) is the cost of the OCT2 given by (3).

It is important to clarify that, in the study presented in this paper, all the indicators are calculated from origin-destination. This implies that the calculation of KEA differs from the current implementation indicated by the PRU to ANSPs, where the portion of the flight in an area of 40NM around the airports (ASMA) is excluded from the evaluation of the indicators [15] [17] [20]. The airlines involved in the study mentioned their interest to understand the efficiency of their flights by considering the whole trajectory, including the ASMA.

It also relevant to remark that the calculation of route charges for the different trajectories is not based on the route charges associated to the flight plan (current way to calculate navigation fees) but the route charges associated to the actual trajectory (calculated using the geodesic distance between the entry and exit point to each airspace which is crossed by the trajectory), which will be the future way to pay charges.

\(^{4}\) The costs considered in this paper are those corresponding to fuel, time and air navigation fees, not considering explicitly the true cost of delay. The cost of time is only considered through the cost index, which is extracted from publicly available documents [34], [35] and [36].

• **EQ-4** indicates the standard deviation of the mean ratio between the actual costs and the planned costs of all flights belonging to each airline. Below is the expression for calculation of the EQ-4 indicator:

\[
EQ - 4 = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} (x_{AU_j} - \bar{C})^2}{n - 1}} \tag{5}
\]

With \(x_{AU_j} = \frac{\sum_{flights \in AU_j} C_{AT} / C_{PT}}{\text{number of flights in } AU_j\%} \tag{6}\)

\[
\bar{C} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} x_{AU_j}}{N} \tag{7}
\]

Where \(C_{AT}\) and \(C_{PT}\) are the cost of the AT (actual trajectory) and PT (planned trajectory) respectively, as expressed in (3), \(n\) is the total number of flights in the context under study and \(N\) is the total number of airspace users in the context.

C. Scenario Description

This study analyses actual ADS-B equipped flights whose whole track remains inside the European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) area. ADS-B data to apply the proposed methodology were needed in time intervals of less than 5 seconds. Traffic samples with the required granularity were generated starting at the beginning of 2017. Two days without major disruptions, i.e. without abnormal ATC regulations or delays, were selected: 2017 February 20\(^{th}\) and February 24\(^{th}\). February 24\(^{th}\) had higher magnitude and different predominant wind direction than February 20\(^{th}\).

Constraints in time processing of the reference trajectories made necessary to focus the data sets. The study considered flights departing from 12:00 to 14:00 as these are the main peak hours of the selected days. Additionally, all flights operating several city pairs along the 24 hours of the two days were also included in the data sets. These city pairs, which were identified by the members of the AURORA’s Airspace Users Group, are: London Gatwick – Madrid Barajas, London Gatwick – Barcelona, Frankfurt – Madrid Barajas, Paris Orly – Toulouse, Paris Orly – Lisbon, Istambul – Amsterdam, Roma Fiumicino – Amsterdam and Barcelona – Brussels.

This adds up to 1,583 trajectories for the 20\(^{th}\) and 1,692 trajectories for the 24\(^{th}\). Fig. 3 depicts a sample of the trajectories analysed for February 20\(^{th}\). The analysis of flight efficiency indicators was performed with both data sets. The analysis of equity indicators was performed with February 20\(^{th}\) set exclusively.
A. FLIGHT EFFICIENCY

Table I summarizes the mean values, the standard deviation and the coefficient of correlation between the assessed indicators for the two ECAC traffic samples. Linear correlation is obtained as an indication of up to which point the behaviour of two indicators is similar. High correlation values between the new cost-based indicators with current efficiency indicator, i.e. KEA, imply that this easy-to-obtain indicator could be representative enough to estimate how cost-efficient a flight is and there is no need of defining more complex indicators.

TABLE 1. Statistical values and relationships between indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Ind.</th>
<th>Mean value</th>
<th>Standard Dev.</th>
<th>Linear Correl. with KEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20/02/2017</td>
<td>KEA</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/02/2017</td>
<td>CEA_CW1</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEA_CW2</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEA and CEA_CW1 mean values are similar for both days. Thus, the ECAC view of efficiency in terms of costs deviations of the actual trajectory with respect to the optimal cost-based trajectory, i.e. OCT1, is similar to the deviations in distance with respect to the geodesic trajectory, i.e. ODT.

In spite of this, KEA is not properly representing how good is the actual trajectory with respect to the optimal cost-based trajectories. Testing different relations between the indicators, a linear relationship is taken as the most representative due to the higher value of correlation in comparison with other non-linear relations. The linear correlation between KEA and CEA_CW1 is around 0.70 which is identified as a medium-strong correlation according to Pearson scale. The correlation between KEA and CEA_CW2 is 0.25 and 0.35 which is identified as a small correlation according to Pearson scale.

On the other hand, actual trajectories in the ECAC are more efficient than expected when comparing with the best possible cost-efficient trajectory following the flight plan, i.e. OCT2, as it can be seen in the difference between CEA_CW2 and KEA mean values. In fact, KEA and CEA_CW1 mean values are around 50% higher than CEA_CW2 in the two traffic samples. This indicates that half of the ECAC inefficiencies in terms of costs are due to the constraints of the route design.

Weather (wind, pressure and temperature) is not causing major horizontal deviations of the optimal cost-based trajectories in free route with respect to the geodesic for short and medium-haul flights. Fig. 5 shows a representative example of the horizontal path of OCT1 and OCT2 trajectories versus the AFT and ODT trajectories for flight IBE31RG from MAD to DUS. In this case the horizontal profile of the ODT and OCT1 trajectories are the same, and therefore they cannot be differentiated in the figure. This is also the main reason for the higher correlation between KEA and CEA_CW1 than between KEA and CEA_CW2 as horizontally ODT and OCT1 are very similar for short and medium-haul flights.

Figure 4. Scatter of CEA_CW1 values for February 20th

Figure 5. Horizontal differences of OCT1, OCT2, AFT and ODT
Wind is identified as a factor causing changes in the vertical profile, flight time and speed of the Optimal Cost Trajectories, both OCT1 and OCT2, with the subsequent impact on total flight. This effect, which is not captured by the current efficiency indicator, has a clear impact on CEA_CW1 and CEA_CW2 values. Fig. 6 shows an example of two flights, IBE481 and IBE04VM, operating the same aircraft type (A319). IBE481 is flying with tail wind from Oviedo to Madrid in the afternoon (8:00 PM). IBE04VM flies from Madrid to Oviedo in the morning (7:00 AM) with head wind. Both AFTs have the same flight duration because IBE481 AFT increases the speed to cover more distance, and consequently consumes more fuel. On the contrary, IBE481 OCT1 benefits from the tail wind, reducing flight time and maintaining the fuel consumption in comparison with IBE04VM OCT1. In conclusion, IBE481 is less efficient in terms of costs than IBE04VM as it is seen in the difference in CEA_CW1 values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IBE481</th>
<th>IBE04VM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEA_CW1</td>
<td>30.2%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CEA_CW1 and CEA_CW2 can also change the global picture of local inefficiencies. Fig. 7 represents the inefficiencies in the southwest area of the ECAC for February 24th. For example, flights crossing Romania and Bulgaria from Istanbul have values of CEA_CW1 from 15% to 30%, while KEA values are in the range of 5% to 15%.

Figure 6. Impact of wind in cost-based flight efficiency indicators (AFT in blue, OCT1 in red)

Figure 7. Cost-based and Distance indicators comparison

B. EQUITY

This subsection presents equity values calculated using EQ-4 indicator for the traffic sample of the 20th of February. The following figures provide the value for the equity indicator according to (5), and also the associated mean of the set to provide statistical background to the equity indicator. Depending on the context chosen (ECAC level, FIR level or route level), different conclusions can be extracted from the analysis.

Fig. 8 shows the EQ-4 calculation at ECAC level. It can be observed that EQ-4 is 4.05% while there is a mean of 3.65% of ratio between costs of the AFT and the FPT for all the flights.
considered in the analysis. These values serve as baseline to compare the results per region or city pair.

![EQ-4 at ECAC level (%)](image)

**Figure 8. EQ-4 distribution (%) at the ECAC level**

Fig. 9 shows the EQ-4 calculation for those flights with tracks inside four different ECAC regions: France (LF), Spain (LE), Germany (ED) and Italy (LI). According with these values and for this day, it seems that Germany represents the airspace in which the distribution among the airlines is less equitable. France is on the other extreme, with the lowest values for EQ-4. It can be also observed that its mean value of the cost ratio is not the lowest among the selected ECAC regions. Thus other regions are penalizing less the costs of flights but these other regions are less equitable between airlines.

![EQ-4 region (%)](image)

**Figure 9. EQ-4 distribution (%) in different regions in the ECAC**

![EQ-4 Distribution (%)](image)

**Figure 10. EQ-4 distribution (%) per city-pair**

V. CONCLUSIONS

Due to the methodology proposed in this paper, ADS-B data could serve as a reliable source for the performance monitoring at the ECAC level, providing a new paradigm where ANSP’s performance is not only evaluated locally, i.e., at the level of an ANSP area of responsibility, but also globally, i.e., how the actions of an ANSP impact the overall efficiency of a flight and the actions of other ANSPs responsible of that flight. In terms of the value of the KPIs analysed, the following conclusions were extracted:

- CEA CW1 and CEA CW2 represent how cost-efficient are the flights with respect to a future free routing environment and using today’s route design respectively. Results show that half of the inefficiencies in terms of costs are due to the constraints in the route design.
- Flight inefficiency in terms of costs is not necessary aligned with inefficiency in terms of horizontal difference with respect to the geodesic trajectory i.e. CEA CW1 and CEA CW2 values differ from KEA values.
- Vertical and speed profiles together with the impact of weather conditions (wind, temperature and pressure) are relevant factors to be taken on board in order to quantify how cost-efficient a flight is, and this is not considered in today’s indicator, i.e. KEA.
- Equity indicators provide an insight on how inefficiencies are distributed among airlines, allowing the detection of regions or routes that present abnormal values comparing with some average ones.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Based on the results and conclusions obtained from the analysis some research areas are defined:
(1) Perform sensitivity analysis on how the assumed parameters, e.g. initial mass, affect the results.
(2) Perform a systematic analysis to test if the different values of the indicators account for different inefficiency sources (i.e. if an indicator value, or combinations between different indicators, can pinpoint the source of the inefficiency to a specific event, such as holding patterns, inefficient speed profiles, etc.).
(3) Calculate the indicators per phase, considering the need of introducing the approach and ascent procedures in all generated and reconstructed trajectories to isolate the effects of TMA. It should also be considered the need of defining some overlapping between phases due to the differences in flight time per phase between the generated and reconstructed trajectories. It is recommended to analyse the applicability of machine learning techniques.
(4) Test how to measure the efficiency of flights which are also crossing the ECAC, and not only departing and arriving since this traffic also affects the efficiency of the ECAC traffic.
(5) Analyse cause and effect relationships to quantify the impact of Airspace Users’ operation modes on AURORA indicators.
(6) Analyse how to include delay costs in AURORA indicators as an additional cost which is considered relevant for the airlines.
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